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Why top athletes suffer from deformed feet –
and why you should be alarmed, too. 



In top-class sports, only top performance counts. Sometimes even at the

expense of the personal health of a superstar, as revealed in publicized

doping scandals. However, athletes do not only use chemical performance

enhancers – there is a much crueler form of self-tuning: cramming large feet

into shoes 2-3 sizes smaller than the foot measures to excel performance.

Dangerous Trend: Strange but effective Technique
of Self-Tuning reaches Amateur-Athletes and now
even Teens



For sprinters, the small-sized shoes allow faster speed. In football, they ensure better grip. In soccer,

tight shoes increase ball control. And in ice hockey, they enable more precise steering maneuvers. „So

many amateur sportsmen admire stars like Usain Bold or Christiano Ronaldo. It’s shocking how many

amateur sportsmen consider cramming their feet into tiny shoes, simply to run a little faster. There is

huge discussion in sport forums about pros and cons of wearing small-sized shoes.", states Tim Lilling,

Expert at blitzresults.com.

What at first appears to be a negligible matter, can eventually evolve into a serious health hazard.

Crammed toes have insufficient blood circulation, resulting in oxygen and nutrients’ deficiency. At first

the toes become numb, then nail fungus spreads, after that the toes begin to die off. There is also an

increased risk of blood clots which can end in heart attacks or strokes.

Wearing tight shoes over years deforms feet. Walking problems and backaches being the least

dangerous side effects.

Professional athletes earn a lot of money and have access to excellent medical care. To them, taking

risk, may be financially worthwhile. But more and more sports amateurs blindly follow their role models.

„We are seeing a disturbing trend to buy small-sized shoes. Especially teenagers and young adults buy

their shoes up to two sizes smaller. This form of self-tuning is dangerous particularly for youths. They

completely underestimate the long-term risks.", states Tim Lilling. There is only one way to avoid

serious damages: always buy shoes in the right size. See https://www.blitzresults.com/en/shoe-size/

for an easy guide on how to measure feet correctly and convert into the right shoe size.

https://www.blitzresults.com/en/shoe-size/


About us.



About BlitzResults.com

BlitzResults is an interactive educational website with focus

on consumer topics and health.

We provide consumers with personalized information and

resources. In a blitz!

We won’t leave you out in the rain with just results though, we

provide in-depth information and pragmatic advice from

experts so that you can make informed decisions.



Since we generally focus on math-based problems, we begin by building small,

interactive tools, such as online calculators or widgets. The advantage is that

instead of getting a general and inconclusive answer, you get personalized

results that are tailored to your needs.

But, that isn’t all; we go much further. Remember that teacher back in school

who could really get your attention, how they passed on knowledge so easily?

We want to measure up to that.

We present results and information in an easy to understand way and want

our site to be fun. We don’t bury information in academic mumbo-jumbo (if

only those Wikipedia articles weren’t a mile long!).

You don’t like deserts of text? Neither do we, a feast for the eye is what we

prefer, this is why we put so much loving effort in the design of our info

graphics. Statements from experts and pro tips round out every topic.

This is how we do it



Our Mission

Our mission is to help you with math-based problems. This objective is met the moment you hit

the calculator button on our site.

What is our “real” mission, the big picture?

To help 100 million people live responsibly in the face of our planet’s dwindling resources and

improve their personal well-being.

There are so many topics worthy of more awareness, for example, overthinking our diet or

evaluating our physical activities.

Yes, many things seem so inconspicuous and irrelevant at first sight, but when you take a closer

look you sometimes realize that by just changing one small thing you can greatly improve your

health. As an example, check out this calculator for preventing back pain and herniated discs.

We invite you to come and take a closer look. Explore, discover and indulge yourself! We are

anxious to join you on this journey!
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